Is Student Interest Decreasing In Extra-Curricular Activities!

It is a common complaint of the student body that extracurricular activities are decreasing in popularity. The question of whether student interest is decreasing in these activities has been brought to light in recent months. The reason for this decline is not clear, but it may be due to several factors.

One factor that is often cited is the increase in academic workload. Students today are required to take more courses and are expected to perform better academically. This leaves them with less time to devote to extracurricular activities.

Another factor that may be contributing to this trend is the emphasis on standardized testing and college admissions. Students are often counseled to focus on their academic performance, which can limit their involvement in activities that are not directly related to college admissions.

However, there are also those who argue that extracurricular activities are still important and should be encouraged. They believe that these activities provide valuable experiences that cannot be replicated in the classroom.

In the end, the question of whether student interest is decreasing in extracurricular activities is complex and multifaceted. It is likely that a combination of factors is at play, and more research is needed to fully understand the reasons behind this trend.
These Graduates of U. S. Colleges and Universities Have Just Been Elected to Lead the Democrats, Republicans, and the Third Party Movements in Washington and State Capitols.

Senators
1. HENRY F. ASHURST, Arizona, Democrat. University of Michigan. '03-'04.
2. HIRAM JOHNSON, California, Republican. University of California. '03-'04.
4. SHERMAN MINTON, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '15.
5. FREDERIC HALE, Maine, Republican. Harvard University. '96.
6. GEORGE L. RADCLIFFE, Maryland, Democrat. Johns Hopkins University. '97.
7. DAVID L. WALSH, Massachusetts, Democrat. Holy Cross College. '93.
8. ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, Michigan, Republican. University of Michigan. '01.'02.
9. HENRIK SHIPSTEAD, Minnesota, Farmer-Labor. Northwestern University. '03.
10. THEODORE G. BILBO, Mississippi, Democrat. University of Michigan. '08.
12. HARRY G. GEORGE, California, Democrat. University of California. '85.
15. JAMES V. ALLRED, Texas, Democrat. Cumberland University. '21.
19. GEORGE L. BURDGE, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '96.
20. GEORGE E. DAVIE, Ohio, Democrat. Oberlin College. '07.

Governors
23. JAMES V. ALLRED, Texas, Democrat. Cumberland University. '21.
28. GEORGE L. BURDGE, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '96.
29. GEORGE L. BURDGE, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '96.
30. GEORGE L. BURDGE, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '96.
31. GEORGE L. BURDGE, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '96.
32. GEORGE L. BURDGE, Indiana, Democrat. Indiana University. '96.
YOU ARE INVITED!
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Every Tuesday and Thursday evening over coast-to-coast WABC—Columbia network

"Get a Lift with a Camel!"
The News Editor expressed it thus:

The President of the National Student Association, Kellogg, desired that the university have a stronger voice in the discussion of student affairs.

The university recognized this need and, in order to accommodate the students' wishes, the 1935 officers made it a point to provide more opportunities for student participation in university governance.

There are some who believe that this is a further step in the right direction. However, there are those who argue that the superficial aspects of student life have been emphasized at the expense of the deeper issues that constitute the essence of university life.

It is an opportunity for the bureau to stand on its own feet and reward those who truly deserve honors, such as the delightful student, Mr. Smith, who has been recognized for his exceptional contributions to the university community.

The bureau is trying to manifest its integrity and provide a platform for students to voice their opinions and participate in decision-making processes.

Senior and former Miss Lowerre (In her share of the bureau) has been a member of this student group, and now is working with the Superiors to include views of the immediate future.
BOOKS

THE MERRY QUEEN, by Pierre Nezelof (Liveright, $2.50). This book was written in 1932, but publication was held up so that it would not compete with Stephen Zweig's "Marie Antoinette," previously published tome on the same lady. Concerns the life of France's famous Queen, Marie Antoinette, and goes into detail. On the whole, Nezelof seems to be less sympathetic with the intriguing lady than Zweig. If you have read the first book, don't pass up "The Merry Queen" on account of it. The two books provide a nice contrast. Marie Antoinette is not an admirable or particularly charming person, but she is an interesting one. Worthwhile from a literary and historical point of view.

THE PEEL TRAIT, by Joseph C. Lincoln (Appleton-Century, $1.50). Joe Lincoln, the old maestro of Cape Cod characters, is at it again. Cyrenus Peel, old and horse-sense-ish, together with his children, Lettice, Erastus and Susan, form the characterizations for a salty, humanly-homely, smile-provoking book. Rec.

MOVIES

THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET—A classic of the stage comes to the screen and, (miracle of miracles), loses nothing of its classic sentiment and touching beauty. The well known story of Robert Browning (Frederic March) and Elizabeth Barrett (Norma Shearer) and their love. (Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Sullivan)

ROMANCE IN THE RAIN—Hodge podge including the old Cinderella theme, a wise P.A. (publicity agent, to you), romance and music. Result is just about what you might expect. (Roger Pryor, Heather Angel)

RADIO

THE CAMEL CARAVAN—An elaborate musical and humorous revue featuring Walter O'Keefe as M.C., Annette Hanshaw, personality songstress, and the Casa Loma Orchestra (starred on last year's Camel Cigarette program). One of the most pretentious and entertaining programs on the air. Be sure and tune in. (WABC-CBS network, Tuesdays 10-10:36 PM, EST, Thursdays, 9-9:30 PM, EST. Re-Broadcast for western stations, 11:30-12 midnight, EST)

NEW PONTIAC PROGRAM puts "music in the air," Headlines Jane (how she can sing) Froman, "funny mans" Don McNeil, Frank Black's Orchestra and the Modern Choir (under direction of Emile Cote). NBC-WEAF network. (Sundays, 10:30 PM, EST)
It's YOUR Team!

It's YOUR Team!

Remember:
- Know the players, coaches, and the teams of your college.
- COLLEGIATE DIGEST is printed in Great Britain.
- Be aware of the weather, as some games may be moved or canceled.
- Check the schedule for any changes before the game.

Vote Now!

All American Football Team for 1965

Bats and witches take to flight
in the eerie darkness of Halloween night.
At least, that's tradition.
It's very bewitching
This ancient tradition of Halloween night!
"BRING HOME THE BA­CON" is the command of Badger and Gopher fans when Coaches Spears (Uni­versity of Wisconsin) and Bierman (University of Min­nesota) send their teams onto the gridiron to battle.

RICHARD VOIGTLANDER '38, says: "Study­ing electrical engineering takes as much out of me as the hardest physical effort you'd put into an active outdoor sport. A Camel smoker, I find that with the most intense work, because Camels help me to keep up and still feel fine. I enjoy Camels until it's time, and they keep me up longer!"

You will like this delightful way of "turning on" your flow of energy. Whenever you feel "played out," try this convenient way of ironing out fatigue and increasing your energy: Light a Camel. Soon you will enjoy a definite "lift"...an upturn in energy...and in good spirits. Smoke Camels all you wish. Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS and never interfere with healthy nerves.

E:XPLORER: Capt. K. Stuart Murray, F.R.G.S., says: "It's great to be back! I was in Honduras—Mosqui­tia Territory—10 months. Fortunately I had plenty of Camels. They always give me a 'pick-up' in energy when I need it. I prefer Camel's flavor, they never upset my nerves."

SPORTS WRITER: Pat Robinson says: "I've been smoking Camels ever since they were put on the market. I find they erase that 'done in' feeling quickly and restore my 'pep. I smoke at least two packs of Camels a day and I am sure that they never upset my nerves."

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
COPY THAT! Mary Howe has been elected editor of the OW Gold, yearbook at Iowa State Teachers College (Cedar Falls).

OLD AND NEW • Harry Kipling, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor), grid mentor, compares the new football (right) with the larger one used last year. KEYSTONE PHOTO

BEAUTY AND BEAST. Ruth Jacobs, University of Iowa (Iowa City) co-ed, plays with her pet toad between zoology study periods.
BOOKS

GAY CRUSADER, by Magdalen King-Hall (Appleton-Century, $2.50). There are a few things in this book that might not be in the beat of today in a modern drawing room, but this is a story of the Middle Ages told as it seemed to the various characters, who are we to criticize at way people thought centuries ago?

Story concerns Sir Fulk de Lacy, his son Alain and their adventures on their way to and during a Crusade in the Holy Land. The whole book is a robust picture of the life of that time. Although it moves slowly at times, both from its leisurely plot development and the way in which the story is told, modern thoughts and ideas which crop up here and there lift it above the average.

PIRATE JUNK, by Clifford Johnson (Scribner's, $2.50). Day by day journal of the adventures of four officers of a British Merchant ship kidnapped by Chinese bandits. Written on anything handy, even cigarette papers, during the actual experiences described. "Truth is stranger than fiction."

MOVIES

ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, (Fredric March, Joan Bennett). Advanced Organic Chemistry is based on the novel by John Dos Passos, and was written by J. B. Thomas. It is a story of two brothers, one of whom is a chemist, and the other a professor of chemistry.

DEATH ON THE DIAMOND—and, unless you're the kind of a baseball fan that will watch a double header in a snowstorm, don't worry about it. Hodgepodge of baseball, murder, love and anything else handy, ... Wrangling between O'Toole, the umpire (Ted Healy) and Hogan, the catcher (Nat Pendleton) are the only bright spots.

RADIO

AFTER EVERY CLASS IT RINGS THE BELL! (WABC-CBS network, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 7:30 PM EST)

FASHION INFORMATION

One dollar will buy you the chance to complete the "EASTERN LEAGUE" Board. If you get it all arranged just right, which isn't easy, you'll receive a $5.00 worth of merchandise. If you get it all arranged just wrong, you'll receive a $2.00 worth of merchandise. If you get it all arranged just mixed up, you'll receive a $1.00 worth of merchandise.
FLOWERS ARE PRETTY
But this youngster, awaiting the removal of a safety pin from his lung at the Chevalier Jackson Hospital at Temple University (Philadelphia), isn't interested.

MUSIC-TRAINED GRID-STERS
Whether or not their practice to music will win positions for Notre Dame University (Indiana) stars on the Collegiate Digest Section All-American Team is an unanswered question as yet, but Coach Elmer Lay 'en is trying hard to give them the proper rhythm.

HERE'S MUD IN YOUR EYE
It's the annual mud battle at Los Angeles Junior College (Calif.). The sophs won.

Men's Campus Fashions
Women's Campus Fashions

BROWN SCOTCH shoes are standard equipment for this season. They are waterproof and weatherproof. They are practical and comfortable. They are also good-looking and stylish. They are the perfect shoes for the campus.

BETWEEN CLASSES
The social gatherings during the day are a delight. They are filled with happy moments. They are a time for relaxation and enjoyment. They are a time for making new friends and strengthening old ones.

DEEPLY WORK at Todd-AO! University of Minnesota made it a new offer to the fans.

WHO'S WHO?
A. Who knows the secret of the famous film star's success? B. Who is the mystery man in the picture? C. Who is the old man with the pipe?

ANOTHER ROOSEVELT AT HARVARD
The famous film star had a secret message for the unknown person. He wrote it on the wall in the office.

TESTS MOTOR SPEEDS at Ford C. C. M. L. University all six months. Test No. 1 is shown at the right. The group holds hands and runs through the course. It is a great test of speed and endurance.

READ COLLEGE ATT.
The famous film star had a secret message for the unknown person. He wrote it on the wall in the office.

END OF COLLEGE ATT.
M. } /
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BOOKS

* A *Thesaurus of Slang*—compiled by Howard N. Rose (McMillan, $1.75). This is not exactly the reference book to use in writing themes for frosh English, but it's a "lalapalooza" (collegiate slang, according to the book, for "something out of the ordinary") for anyone who wishes to talk so no one can understand him, aspiring writers, editors and all students interested in the language of contemporary America. The book is divided into fifteen sections and the slang used by aviators, college students, detectives, hoboes, lumberjacks, New Englanders, newspapermen, oilmen, railroaders, sea fishermen, participants in sports of all kinds, actors, cowboys and soldiers is nicely tabulated and often plenty explanatory. In addition to being useful, it's good for laughs.

MOVIES

* Judge Priest*—Civil War South. Will Rogers philosophizing. Two sure-fire ingredients mixed with more attention to dialogue and characterization than is usual in Rogers' pictures. Result is highly amusing, highly pleasing. Good clean fun for the whole campus.

* The Last Gentleman*—Wheels within wheels, a picture within a picture—and George Arliss. An old eccentric's son tries to have him proved mentally incompetent by an alienist because he dotes on a few minor things such as a collection of clocks and stuffed peacocks. The old man (Arliss, of course) takes his son's perversity to heart and goes into a decline. Instead of a deathbed scene, the old gentleman speaks his last will and testament on the screen through the medium of a homemade talking picture, makes his bequests and gives various members of the family a piece of his mind. (Charlotte—Alice in Wonderland—Henry; Donald Meek).

ASTRONOMY

* Stars and Nebulae.* Are incandescent bodies—The stars are generally spherical. The only way to determine the motion of a heavenly body is to compare its position at two different epochs.
The mythical giant of the northwest, Paul Bunyan, hung in the Badger institution's student Memorial Union building. The murals are depicted in this series of murals executed by James Watrous, University of Wisconsin (Madison) graduate student, as a CWU art project. They portray several of the more interesting incidents in the life of the owner of the Blue Ox.

A Word to The Wise . . .

The "unexpected" may happen in football. Just suppose that some player makes a series of spectacular plays, or some team like a winning streak toward the end of the season.

And suppose these things called for a revision of your 1934 COLLEGIATE DIGEST Section ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEAM selection . . . .

PREPARE FOR THE "UNEXPECTED" . . . .

SAVE THIS COUPON

Every undergraduate is allowed to vote for one complete team each week if he so desires.

Pencil Only—Please Print

All American Editor—COLLEGIATE DIGEST Section
P. O. Box 472, Madison, Wis.

Dear Sirs,

My selections for the 1934 COLLEGIATE DIGEST Section All American Football Team are:

Ends

Tackles

Guards

Halfbacks

Fullback

Center

Quarterback Captain

(Name) (School)

SAVE THIS COUPON

(20 papers allowed to vote for one complete team each week if he so desires.)
**MASCOTS**

"OWIE!"—but don't count! The White Owl is the official mascot of Temple University (Philadelphia, Pa.). This one is Walter F.禽.

"WHAT BIG TEETH you have, 'Gator!" Only this one happens to be the official animal mascot for the University of Florida (Gainesville).

**ACTING PRESIDENT** of the University of Missouri (Columbia), Dean F. M. Middlebush, heads the institution during Pres. Williams third year.

**THIRD LARGEST LENS SUCCESSFULLY CAST.** By Dr. G. V. McCauley, examined lens for the 81-inch reflector for McDonald Observatory in Texas.

**KEYSTONE PHOTO**

"CAN YOU BEAR IT? — Well, even if you can't, Brown University (Providence, R. I.) can. This is a statue of their mascot presented to the institution by Gov. T. F. Green '87 of Rhode Island.

"DOUGLAS E. JONES '36—ENGLISH. Composition is hard work! "Doug" says: "When I feel played out, Camels give me a real snapback in energy."

"You, too, will like Camel's matchless blend of costlier tobaccos. Mild — but never flat or "sweetish" — never tiresome in taste. You'll feel like smoking more... and you need not hesitate about it! For with Camels, you will find that steady smoking does not jangle the nerves."


Tuesday, 10 p. m. E. S. T. — 9 p. m. C. S. T.—8 p. m. M. S. T.—7 p. m. P. S. T.

Wednesday, 9 p. m. C. S. T.—8 p. m. M. S. T.—7:30 p. m. P. S. T.

"BRIDGE EXPERT" Shropd Barclay says: "Bridge calls for concentration. I smoke a Camel frequently, and feel refreshed and mentally alert again!"

"Even the greatest writers are supposed to find writing a hard task, and if you ever have to cut any writing you know how hard it is to meet the needs of, who ever again to please. How in trying to do this," says Douglas E. Jones '36, Majoring in English. "I just get all worked up if heavy physical labor. When I feel played out I smoke a Camel. Camels give me a real snapback in energy. They are so mild that I can smoke all I want without upsetting my nerves."

"You, too, will like Camel. I smoke a Camel a lot, and never have any trouble," says the reader's own. Don't be afraid to try Camels, you will find that steady smoking does not upset the system."

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
BOOKS

A TROUBLE OF SORROW
by Patricia O'Meara

The first thing about this book that impresses the reader is its "Anthony Adverse" size... 949 pages. The reviewer opened the tome with visions of an increased electric light bill more than anything else. Twenty pages (dr. w. a deep breath), forty (light a pipe), sixty (settle down). Who cares about electric light bills? Tros, of the Greek Island of Samothrace, a physical and mental superman, dares to challenge Caesar, the greatest Roman of them all! The battle between the two men, as far apart as the poles in ideals and temperament, and the battle between the Britons and Romans, even farther apart than the distance between the two countries, makes Tros of Samothrace a book to be read. Take a week, a month or a year—and enjoy yourself!

THE FOLKS
by Ruth Suckow

Not "the great American novel" the publishers blurb it to be, but a grand one nevertheless, Midwestern setting. Family life and what becomes of the children. Probably will be enjoyed most by older people, but sales will go up and up!

MOVIES

THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO—You know the story. Has been done before, will be again. Robert Donat not particularly convincing until he begins to grow long hair and a beard. Then . . .

BRITISH AGENT—Hollywood's idea that all moom pitchurs must have a happy ending spoiled one that might have been grand if everything had gone BOOM at the psychological moment. As is, British Agent, though too slowly paced to suit some tastes, is a thrilling picturization of Russia at the time England was attempting to keep her from making a separate peace with Germany. Leslie Howard, Kay Francis.

RADIO

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE!

AFER EVERY CLASS IT RINGS THE BELL!

If you have smoked Prince Albert, you will never know just how good your pipe can taste. Prince Albert has mildness. It has flavor. And an exclusive process removes all the "bite," giving your pipe a fair chance — get a big, red tin of Prince Albert and see for yourself just what pipe smoking can mean!
State To Award Freshmen $3500

Seventy Jr. and Sr. To Receive University Scholarships

State seniors and juniors may look forward to the awarding of University scholarships for the academic year, according to Registrar John O'Brien, who stated that the list of recipients will be made public at the end of the month. The scholarships, which will total $3500, are awarded by the State department of education and the State Board of Regents in accordance with the provisions of the legislation of the New York legislature.

Freshman Women Attend Dean’s Tea

Miss Helen H. Smithfield, dean of women, conducted the first of a series of teas for freshman women at 3:30 p.m. Monday in the auditorium of the college. Miss Smithfield was assisted by Mrs. William G. Piero, former dean of women, who also assisted in the preparation of the tea. The tea was served in the college dining hall and was attended by approximately 100 students.

Kappa Delta Rho Annual Fall Dance

To Be November 9

Kappa Delta Rho fraternity will conduct its annual fall dance Friday at the fraternity house at 12 South Lake avenue from 9:00 to 11:30 p.m. according to Mrs. A. E. Morton, president of the fraternity. 

Sport Shots

The storm abates that has been disturbing our lives for the past month. At the annual meeting of the Kappa Delta Rho fraternity, held recently at the fraternity house, the officers were installed and the fraternity was addressed by Elsie K. Andrews, national vice-president, and Charles N. Day, national president. 

Kappa Delta Rho pledges ten men

Kappa Delta Rho pledges ten men to the fraternity, bringing the total number of pledges to twenty. The pledges are: William French, in-UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS, and Mrs. William G. Piero, former dean of women, who also assisted in the preparation of the tea. The tea was served in the college dining hall and was attended by approximately 100 students.
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